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A B S T R A C T

This article examines how land under customary forms of tenure can provide the opportunity for a variety of
different forms of economic activity that provide social, economic and cultural returns to communities in ways
that other forms of tenure – particularly individualised title – simply could not do. Commentators have regularly
asserted that customary practices around land ‘constrain’ economic development and impair investments in the
Pacific. However the seven case studies of locally-owned agriculture and tourism businesses operating on cus-
tomary land in Papua New Guinea, Samoa and Fiji which are profiled here demonstrate that customary forms of
tenure can be the basis for highly effective forms of economic development. These businesses are characterised
by production systems that reflect cultural and environmental connections to land, as well as a distributive
politics that is strongly guided by social connections and custom. The research found that customary land has
inherent value as a tool for self-determined forms of development that can produce a diverse range of inclusive
and sustainable forms of development. Customary land ownership is not necessarily a barrier to economic de-
velopment but, rather, an asset that can support culture, the environment and socio-economic needs of in-
digenous people. Surrendering or transacting away land for short-term gain certainly does not necessarily
produce sustainable forms of business, development, or relief from poverty, in the way that these successful
indigenous entrepreneurs have done. We conclude that locally-driven development based around customary
resources can be a very effective approach to economic development in the rural South Pacific, and indeed a
model for those seeking ‘alternative economic forms’ more broadly. This exploration of how land is successfully
used for business in the Pacific thus helps to reshape understandings of economies in the Pacific, and beyond.

1. Introduction

In the Pacific, debates, disputes and even conflict exist around issues
including trade, donor influence, migration, refugees and land. In
particular, the 83–97 percent of land in the South Pacific that remains
under customary forms of tenure (Boydell, 2008) has been a source of
considerable debate for decades, and a philosophical and political
struggle has ensued around the value of its development and the op-
portunities and constraints involved.

In this paper, we provide evidence of how land under customary
tenure can be used to provide social, economic and cultural returns to
communities in ways that other forms of tenure, particularly in-
dividualised title, simply could not do. Often, these returns are under-
valued because of their non-monetary nature, but community interac-
tions, kinship, and relationships also contribute to the dynamics of an
economy (Gibson-Graham, 2006; Curry and Koczberski, 2012), and

help to maintain stability and resilience for people in the Pacific
(Gilberthorpe and Sillitoe, 2009). By examining cases where successful
local businesses have been developed on customary land, we seek to
demonstrate the ways in which these contribute to wider society, thus
showing the developmental benefits of a plurality of tenure forms. This
contrasts with the dominant narrative which promotes individual te-
nure as the only efficient and effective form for economic development.

The broader aim of this article is to contribute to a vision of what
constitutes locally-driven development in the region, aligned with Epeli
Hau’ofa’s plea that people of the South Pacific must “…overturn all
hegemonic views that aim ultimately to confine us again, physically
and psychologically. It is time to create things for ourselves, to create
established standards of excellence that match those of our ancestors”
(Hau’ofa, 1993:16). These locally defined standards of excellence, we
argue, include different – but effective – ways of doing business on
customary land. Thus proposition also requires that we confront the
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question of what is ‘success’ in business in the Pacific context, and
understand the values underpinning the ways business works in dif-
ferent cultural contexts.

The foundations of the debate around customary land lie in post-
WWII economics which argues for the need for a shift from more ‘pri-
mitive’ communal forms of culture and society, towards individual title
and more ‘modern’ economic forms. Aligned with such ideology,
commentators have regularly asserted that customary practices around
land ‘constrain’ economic development, impair investments in the
Pacific (Gosarevski et al., 2004; Hughes, 2003; Lea and Curtin, 2011),
and are “anachronistic in modern economies” (Jayaraman, 1999: 9).
Hence “…within the island Pacific there is little sign that culture, in
whatever form, is seen as a resource but much more that it is seen as a
brake on hopeful structures of development” (Curry et al., 2012a:122).
While the discourse around this was strongest in the 1980s and 1990s,
the economist Ron Duncan’s recent piece on land reform in Papua New
Guinea (PNG) illustrates the persistence of this ideology:

Around 95% of land in PNG is held by clans under customary ownership
[meaning] that individuals from within the clan or outside entities could
not gain secure title to portions of clan land. Thus, there was no scope for
individuals to express their innovative abilities and entrepreneurship
through having complete control over the use of the land… Hence, cus-
tomary land, which provides a livelihood for around 85% of the PNG
population of approximately eight million, has been much less productive
than it could be (Duncan, 2018:1)

There is a strange contradiction in Duncan’s words, which claim
that this customary land is ‘unproductive’ even though it provides a
livelihood base for the majority of Papua New Guinea’s population:
‘productive-ness’ is only measured in terms of monetary output, not
subsistence production. Seeing customary land tenure as ‘primitive’ and
‘unproductive’ shows precisely the psychological forms of confinement
that Hau’ofa abhorred (1993: 16).

On the other side of this debate, the deep attachment to land of
many Pacific peoples is widely acknowledged. ‘Land is our Life’ is a
common refrain (see Dove et al., 1974:182), which was echoed in our
interviews across Fiji, Samoa and Papua New Guinea. This speaks to the
profound economic, social, spiritual, cultural and political place of land
in most Pacific societies.

Below, we review recent work on the relationship between business
and society in South Pacific contexts. Scholarship on alternative eco-
nomics and inclusive development is highlighted, including approaches
that are not premised on a separation of the economy (or business) from
the rest of society. We then focus on the South Pacific setting, discussing
the unique and challenging context for businesses here. We examine the
significance of customary land to rural communities in social, political
and cultural terms as well as the importance of social embeddedness as
a way of conceptually framing the relationship between business, land
and society. After outlining the methodology for this research, case
study examples of successful businesses operating on customary land in
Fiji, Samoa and Papua New Guinea are presented. Finally, we reflect on
these findings and what they reveal about the broader place of eco-
nomic activities in society.

Overall, this article is premised on the notion that more is needed
than ‘fitting’ Pacific approaches to modern economies; instead, we
propose that an exploration of how land is successfully used for busi-
ness in the Pacific offers the potential to reshape understandings of
economies in the Pacific and beyond.

2. Economic development that serves society

Considerable progress has recently been made in economic devel-
opment thinking which runs counter to the predominant neoliberal
model. While most of this has developed in reference to Western set-
tings and models, we are keen to explore here the potential connections
and overlaps with Pacific Island economies. Standard economic

development models prioritising economic growth and assuming its
benefits will trickle down to all are labelled by authors such as Raworth
(2017, p. 286) as ‘last Century thinking’ and criticised for deepening
inequalities in society, failing to capture notions of overall social
wellbeing, and for their unsustainable end goal of high mass con-
sumption (Anderson and Lee, 2010; Raworth, 2017). New, alternative
notions of economic development embrace social, environmental, cul-
tural and monetary elements. They encourage us to radically revise our
ideas of ‘good’ economic development so that it is framed in terms of
meeting every person’s needs – not just serving the interests of a few –
and doing so within the limits afforded by the global environment. This
is not done naively, and occurs within the recognition that economic
forms do require robust investment and profit generation, but that such
economies can also be environmentally sustainable, more just, and less
inequitable (Krueger et al., 2018; Latouche, 2010).

Alternative thinking on economic development asserts that we need
to reconceptualise and democratise the economy (Fischer et al., 2017).
For example, Danaher and Burbach (2000) call for people to take
control over capital in order to create more fair, responsible and sus-
tainable forms of economic development which benefit a wide range of
people. Such thinking also embraces a more holistic understanding of
economy that includes diverse forms of formal and non-formal activity
(Gibson-Graham, 2008). In the South Pacific context this might mean
wage work; subsistence production (e.g. producing or gathering food
for home consumption); unpaid caring and voluntary roles both within
the family and wider society; and performing work for customary cel-
ebrations and events. Such activities have been depicted in terms of a
‘floating coconut’ model of the diverse Pacific economy whereby the
‘formal economy’ (wages, salaries and investments) occurs in a rela-
tively small area of the economy ‘above the water line’, and other ac-
tivities based on voluntary and unpaid work which tend to draw upon
collective resources, make up the larger part of the economy ‘below the
water line’ (McKinnon et al., 2016). This aligns with notions of dis-
tributive economies which rely partly on effective use of the commons,
which are natural or social resources that people govern themselves,
instead of having governments or markets assuming control (Raworth,
2017: 82). This idea speaks clearly to how many communities in the
South Pacific govern and utilise customary land and marine resources
to ensure that they are not degraded, and that their benefits are spread
among the people (Sangha et al., 2019).

Such thinking also connects to inclusive development, a concept
which embraces a more holistic vision for business than that ascribed
by dominant development models. It involves viewing economic de-
velopment as intrinsically embedded in place, politics and society, and
it ‘… is informed by an ethical concern for people and care, not just
economic growth’ (Lawson, 2010, p. 359). As such, many locally-driven
businesses across the South Pacific are premised on the notion of dis-
tribution, not maximising profits or increasing the wealth of an in-
dividual. Successful small-medium scale productive enterprises in this
region are often organised around individuals, families and kin net-
works, with flow-on benefits to communities through gift-giving, re-
ciprocity and financial support for communal activities (Curry and
Koczberski, 2012; Cahn, 2008).

Clearly, this literature indicates a growing awareness that economic
development can no longer be discussed as something separate from
social and environmental wellbeing: the three are mutually inseparable
components of a more sustainable approach to development. This no-
tion of interconnectivity, a point that reflects the holism that is a fun-
damental element of traditional Pacific island societies, is also implicit
in the approach to sustainable development advanced by Giddings et al.
(2002) and others. Their model incorporates the 3 systems of sustain-
ability in nested form with the economy embedded within society, and
society embedded within the environment. Thus, the aim of economic
activity becomes “meeting the needs of all within the means of the
planet” (Raworth, cited in Monbiot, 2017). This aligns closely with
thinking about the social embeddedness of South Pacific businesses, as
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highlighted later in this article. While some alternative economic
thinkers may argue for a new model of economic development, we
assert that such a model already exists if we look at Pacific business
owners whose socio-cultural values and distributive practices inform
their business operations.

3. The importance of customary land

Words that are commonly translated as ‘land’ in the South Pacific
include vanua in Fiji, fonua in Tonga, enua in the Cook Islands, whenua
in NZ (Batibasaqa et al., 1999). Such terms embrace land and people
and their connections. These words are all-encompassing and include
cultural, social and spiritual elements, along with people’s values, be-
liefs, traditions and history, all interlinked with the natural and su-
pernatural world (Nabobo-Baba, 2006; Tuwere, 2002).

Land’s ability to provide sustenance is also central to why it is va-
lued and respected and is therefore fundamental to any consideration of
its economic potential: “Land in Oceania is far from a detached, per-
functory arena for commodity exchange …” (Stumpf and Cheshire,
2018: 966). This is particularly the case in rural areas of the Pacific
where the land is literally the foundation of the subsistence agricultural
base on which these societies have traditionally been founded, and on
which a significant majority still depend for food. And while this is now
often supplemented by the production of cash crops (Bourke, 2001), the
continuing cultural, social, spiritual and even political entanglements
and attachments to land abide (Curry and Koczberski, 2009).

These attachments to land are typically understood as ‘customary
forms of land tenure’. Broadly, this means that ‘ownership’ of the land
within an area resides with a kin-based grouping, be it a tribe, clan,
extended family or similar (Ward and Kingdon, 2007). Within this
territory, individuals typically can be granted rights to particular por-
tions for gardens or other economic activities and continued use of
these areas tends to cement these individualised rights. There are ty-
pically other areas such as forests where all individuals may share rights
to hunt and collect firewood (Antonio and Griffith-Charles, 2019).

Within this broad characterisation, three points of significance in
relation to ‘customary tenure’ need to be emphasised. First, the term
encapsulates a diverse range of often complex tenure forms. Second,
there are often exclusionary elements – not all land or rights are shared
equally, and in most cases, individuals from particular lineages or
genders may have primacy when it comes to claiming rights. Finally,
custom is rarely static and unchanging, and often contains a strong
sense of pragmatism. Hence, “…'customary tenure’ changes over time,
and at differing rates in different places, as custom itself changes in
some uncertain relationship with technological, economic, social and
political change” (Ward, 1997:20). Across the Pacific, this means the
customary forms of tenure apparent today are the outcomes of various
and distinctly varied traditional, colonial and post-colonial processes
and structures, creating a complex mosaic of still evolving tenure forms.

A further aspect is the diversity and complexity of connections be-
tween land, business and society. There have been significant challenges
to developing customary land (Duncan, 2008), and conversely some
forms of tenure conversion away from customary tenure have facilitated
successful business (Fingleton, 2004). Disputes over land can be divisive
in communities and custom (kastom = tok pisin) is often held to blame
for the thwarting of very real and urgent local developmental aspirations.
However, registration of land, or its conversion away from customary
forms of tenure, has been contentious and can lead to conflict (Antonio
and Griffith-Charles, 2019). Certainly customary land is not the universal
brake on development it is held up to be, and neither is conversion to
freehold land a simple panacea for economic development.

4. Locally-driven business development in the Pacific

Across a wide range of communities, customary forms of tenure
have produced real, self-determined forms of development for

communities. There is now growing recognition, including from mul-
tilateral agencies such as the FAO and World Bank, that customary
tenure can be more flexible and adaptable than previously assumed,
and valuable for achieving a variety of development purposes (AusAid,
2008; Fingleton, 2004; National Research Institute, 2007; Ward and
Kingdon, 2007). For example, there is a diverse range of businesses
based around customary land in the Pacific associated with agriculture,
tourism and forestry (Garnevska et al., 2014; Gibson, 2012; Lea, 2009;
Ward and Kingdon, 2007).

Stumpf and Cheshire (2018), drawing on examples of tourism in
Micronesia, argue that retention of indigenous rights to land is critical if
sustainable development is to be achieved in the Pacific. Importantly,
NGOs, entrepreneurs and small businesses appear to be the drivers of
this form of development, rather than large companies or foreign in-
vestors (Coates et al., 2010). The individuals and families initiating
such businesses often ‘put back’ significantly into their communities
(see Scheyvens et al., 2017).

Cultural values inform business practices and goals of Indigenous busi-
nesses in the Pacific region (Banks, 2007; Harmsworth, 2005; Kahui and
Richards, 2014; Leokana, 2014; Lertzman and Vredenburg, 2005; Spiller
et al., 2011; Stumpf and Cheshire, 2019). Most Indigenous businesses are
developed to improve family well-being and livelihood, with economic gain
regarded as a means to fulfilling broader spiritual, cultural, social and en-
vironmental notions of well-being (Harmsworth, 2005). Entrepreneurial
success in the Pacific is likely to be determined by ability to meet traditional
obligations and maintain close ties with wantoks and clans (including uti-
lising their support), along with agility in operating in both traditional and
modern sectors (Curry, 2005 Some businesses have managed to balance
traditional customs with contemporary business practices through estab-
lishing business models that explicitly acknowledge the social connected-
ness and embedding of the enterprise (Spiller et al., 2011).

Demonstrated clearly in the literature reviewed so far is the notion
of the ‘social embeddedness’ of the economy (Granovetter, 2005;
Polanyi, 1944), and this has been recognised as key to supporting In-
digenous businesses in the Pacific. What makes social embeddedness
particularly useful for understanding Pacific businesses are the dynamic
sets of socio-cultural values and associations that influence local
economies. Key sets of values such as fa-a Samoa (the Samoan way),
faka Tonga (the Tongan way), manaaki (Māori for duty of care toward
family) and vanua (Fijian word for people and land) all reflect cultural
values that influence embedded economic activities (Kawharu, Tapsell
and Woods, 2017; Foley and O'Connor, 2013; Henry in Dana and
Anderson, 2007; Haar and Delaney, 2009; Cahn, 2008; Horan, 2002;
Gibson, 2012; Finney, 1973). These sets of cultural values are often
associated with gifting, reciprocity and seeking social status.

The concept of the social embeddedness of an economy – an overt
expression of Raworth’s economic ideas – is significant in terms of re-
thinking the capacity of people to take ownership of their own devel-
opment, to unite in solving their own problems, and to ensure that they
retain benefits of development locally. Combined with an under-
standing of the place of culture and the deeply-seated collectivist values
of many South Pacific societies, it allows us to make sense of the range
of approaches and strategies adopted to running a local business on
customary land in Fiji, Samoa and Papua New Guinea, as illustrated by
the case studies below.

It is important, however, not to romanticise Pacific businesses on
customary land. Some aspects of Pacific societies can act as barriers to
business success. For example, many Pacific entrepreneurs find it diffi-
cult to retain and reinvest profits in their business due to the claims and
expectations of family or communal obligations (Finney, 1987; Purcell
and Scheyvens, 2015). Likewise, the usually unsecured and often un-
repaid credit that is expected to be extended to friends and relatives can
be a major drain on profitability (Leokana, 2014). Other constraints
shared with thousands of small businesses across the region include small
domestic markets, isolated and remote rural communities separated by
deep mountain valleys or large stretches of sea, and poor transport
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infrastructure, all of which impact on financial viability (Hailey, 1987;
Cahn, 2008; Fairbairn, 2006; Leokana, 2014; Saffu, 2003). Many small
businesses in the Pacific are represented as being under-capitalised with
low turnover and poor cashflow (Saffu, 2003), characteristics that result
in part from a lack of suitable training and technical assistance. In ad-
dition, high interest rates and lack of alternative credit facilities impede
many businesses from expanding (Sathye et al., 2014). More frequent
and intense natural disasters in the region pose additional challenges (Le
Dé et al., 2018). Finally, market-centric approaches to development often
marginalise those living in rural environments, rather than building upon
their existing assets, skills and strengths. As noted by IFAD, “The very
economic transformation of rural areas can also marginalize rural po-
pulations, in the absence of policies to ensure inclusive development”
(2016: 11). Reasons for this include the challenge of reaching people in
remote areas; poor reach of infrastructure, information and service and
weak organisations (IFAD, 2016).

Given the wide range of cultural, geographical, technical and eco-
nomic barriers to running local businesses based on customary land in
the Pacific, it is particularly important examine how some have
achieved success. We do this below, with seven case studies.

5. Methodology

The case studies in this research are part of a larger project ex-
ploring customary land and economic development in the Pacific. The
research team includes two people from Fiji, one from Papua New
Guinea (PNG) and two from New Zealand. Formal ethical approval for
the work was granted by Massey University in 2017, while principles of
‘cultural discernment’ were followed in practice (Meo-Sewabu, 2014).
The primary material reported below is derived from initial scoping
fieldwork conducted in Fiji, Samoa and Papua New Guinea in late 2017
and 2018. A second phase of the research is in progress with more
detailed studies of six businesses. The scoping visits which are the focus
of this article included fifteen semi-structured interviews or talanoa
(more fluid conversations, ‘interacting without a rigid framework’
(Vaioleti, 2016: 23; see also Prescott, 2008), which elicited specific case
study material reported below. These included eleven interviews/ta-
lanoa with landowner business people (two in Papua New Guinea, four
in Fiji, five in Samoa), as well as interviews with the Fiji Indigenous
Business Council, iTaukei Lands Trust Board (TLTB), Small Business
Enterprise Centre in Samoa, and the Chamber of Commerce in Samoa.

Methodologically, a combination of a critical ‘appreciative inquiry’
approach within a Pacific Vanua Research Framework was adopted for
the research. The Vanua Research Framework (Nabobo-Baba, 2008) is
grounded in Indigenous values and thus ‘… supports and affirms ex-
isting protocols of relationships, ceremony, and knowledge acquisition.
It ensures that the research benefits the vanua [tribe] …’ (Nabobo-Baba,
2006: 25), and drives culturally appropriate research practices. This
framework guided the primary data collection. The socially embedded,
relational nature of South Pacific economies means that field research
relies on building and maintaining positive relationships with members
of local business families. Thus in PNG, the researchers shared food and
gifts during social gatherings, story-telling, ‘hanging out’, and continue
to have social media chats with research participants, all of which re-
inforces the wantok-ness of the connections (a wantok is someone with
whom you share a close bond, usually based on language). Similarly, in
Fiji the researchers took time to get to know the business owners and
followed appropriate protocols, meaning that they have kept in close
contact with them throughout and see the relationships formed as a
very important outcome of the research. One of the researchers re-
flected, ‘They [research participants] are like family to me’. Thus, this
researcher sent gifts to a tour guide at one business for his new baby,
and he continues to check in with and encourage groups of young men
in other areas who have started their own farming businesses due to the
action research component of this study. In Samoa, the researchers
were careful to only visit businesses where there was a trusted

intermediary they could go through who had an existing close re-
lationship to the business owners.

An integral part of the Vanua Research Framework is reciprocity
within the research process to ensure that the project is beneficial to those
being researched. Thus, in addition to sharing culturally-appropriate gifts
with research participants, the project is contributing to the building of
best practice within the case study businesses by sharing findings with
them as part of the research process. Furthermore, we held a one day
symposium in Fiji near the end of the project (January 2020) to provide
best practice examples and highlight strategies behind the effectiveness of
businesses on customary land. Those in attendance, including the case
study research participants, government policy makers, donors, local or-
ganisations and others supporting Indigenous businesses in the Pacific,
discussed ways to build upon these learnings in the years to come.

The Vanua Research Framework was complimented by Appreciative
Inquiry (AI), a participatory, action-learning approach that focuses on
recognising and developing best practice, employing generative tech-
niques designed to uncover ‘narratives of success’ and then build on
them (Cooperrider, 2013; Reed, 2007). AI is applied in this project by
focusing on the strengths, capacities and knowledge of ‘what works’,
while also challenging the perceptions of customary land as a blockage
to effective economic engagement. It thus enables us to identify the
broader possibilities of these forms of engagements for meeting the
development aspirations of Pacific peoples. Scott and Armstrong (2019:
114) have suggested that AI has particular value in contexts where
researchers seek to disrupt “deficit discourse”, as is the case with cul-
ture in general, and customary land in particular, being judged as
hindering development in the Pacific.

In order to overcome the key criticism that AI neglects hegemonic
relations of power, Critical AI emerged (Ridley-Duff and Duncan,
2015). In this research, Critical AI allows knowledge that emerges from
engagement with research participants to be tested and re-analysed
recursively in different settings, including follow-up meetings with
business owners, regional and international conferences, and the sym-
posium outlined above.

The Critical AI approach also incorporates action and change as an in-
tentional part of the process (Bellinger and Elliott, 2011). Through our in-
terviews we thus intentionally disrupted neo-colonial narratives of In-
digenous business as ineffective and customary land as a barrier to
development, and we have aimed to produce counter-narratives on what is
effective economic development on customary land in the Pacific. Further-
more, we have engaged in action research. For example, an approach to
successful agricultural development on customary land in Fiji, as demon-
strated by the four week work structure of Narayable Youth Farm (see
below), has been shared by one of our researchers with several other com-
munities leading to enhanced economic opportunities for young people and
improved wellbeing of their communities (Vunibola and Scheyvens, 2019).

Data analysis took place via close examination of the texts, namely
interview notes and transcripts, with the aim of identifying key themes
(O’Leary, 2010). Consistent with our Critical AI approach, the focus was
on how each business had been established and negotiated change over
time, and how they could be seen as successful both in terms of bene-
fiting the owners and contributing to wider society. We worked alone or
in pairs to highlight common or recurring themes, often returning to
our notes or transcripts several times, then we shared our ideas about
emerging themes at monthly research team meetings. This helped us to
refine our thinking, and determine where findings aligned across the
case studies in the three different countries.

6. Pacific examples of strategies for successful, inclusive local
businesses on customary land

Seven case studies are presented below: three from Fiji, two from
PNG and two from Samoa. These emphasise the diversity and broad
possibilities of business on customary land and each enhances under-
standing of how Indigenous entrepreneurs make their businesses based
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on customary land work. Space constraints do limit the level of detail
we can provide on each case study though.

An itaukei (Indigenous Fijian) saying is as follows; “na bisinisi ni taukei
e na dela ni vanua me kauta mai na duavata ka kakua ni yavalata na vanua”
(Indigenous business operating on the land needs to bring unity and
should not shake/disturb the land). This proverb suggests that business
should contribute to the community in terms of meeting socio-cultural
obligations and finding ways to improve the quality of life, as this will
support harmony among the people. Executing this is not simple, as
noted in the points above on the pressures on Pacific businesses to fulfil
social obligations. Nevertheless, the Indigenous entrepreneurs in the case
studies below show how it is possible to both honour cultural norms and
use strategic business tactics to sustain the business.

6.1. Fijian examples

Located near Nadi, Tifajek Mudpools and Hot Springs is a family busi-
ness that was established in 2012. Before being commercialised, the facility
was frequented by local people as the mud and hot springs were said to
contain healing properties. The business is on customary land formally
leased from the tokatoka (extended family) through the iTaukei Lands Trust
Board (TLTB), a body established to administer and lease iTaukei (cus-
tomary) land for the benefit of landowners. This lease could only take place
after extensive consultation with members of the tokatoka over a long period
of time – this type of deep consultation is a social practice which is critical
for building strong relationship at the initial phase of setting up a business.
The parents form the board of directors and their children manage the fa-
cilities. There are 15 direct employees and an additional 23 certified mas-
seurs, all of whom are relatives. A strong client base has been developed
through working closely with tour operators and cruise ship companies.

Their strategy for contributing to the broader community is to divert
income from specific activities at particular times towards meeting the
clan’s social obligations (including money, food and cultural artefacts
for ceremonies and gatherings), communal development needs (such as
village housing development, footpaths and landscaping activities
around the village), and to provide education assistance to young
people. For example, on Sundays all of the money from the massage
operation (FJD$20 per 15 min) goes to the church, with $2 specified for
the Women’s church group. This contributed to a newly built concrete
church. The way that the business participates in customary affairs
enables strong cohesion with the community.

The socially embedded nature of this business is also evident in that
it does not exclude local people from the facilities, unlike the majority
of tourism resorts around Fiji which give the impression of being en-
claves for foreigners: rather, local people are free to use the pools after
5 pm and they often host community events such as school graduations
at the Tifajek facilities. This is a form of giving back to the community
for using the land and having the business within the community.
Through this, and the contributions to the clan, village and children’s
education noted above, community members have come to regard the
business their own, and thus they are invested in its success.

Heniuwa Restaurant is located near Sigatoka on the main island of
Fiji, Viti Levu, within a short drive of several large resorts. The res-
taurant serves a range of food but specialises in fresh Indigenous dishes;
as the owners note, they did not have to go to university to learn how to
cook Indigenous fare. This business is run by a family who, as with
Tifajek, formally went through TLTB to lease land from the tokatoka.
The appropriate sociocultural practice here was to formally request the
land from the tokatoka through a traditional presentation of tabua
(whale’s tooth) and conduct extensive consultations. This process en-
ables the sustainability of the business in the long term because it
means that those living in the vicinity of the restaurant are favourably
disposed towards it and will encourage others to hold functions there,
work in the business or supply it with fresh produce.

The business started from the family’s savings from a range of small
scale income generating projects such as hunting wild pigs, gathering

wild vegetables, and selling fish. It took 11 years to formally set up the
restaurant, partly because the owners needed to accumulate sufficient
capital. As they reflected:

Levu na dredre vei keda na I taukei ni da vutuniyau vaka qele io e da
dravudravua vaka ilavo me duri kina na noda bisinisi
[A hurdle for Indigenous entrepreneurs is that we are rich in assets in the
form of land but poor in cash/capital to establish a business] (Apenisa
Vunitasiri & Kinisalote Vunitasiri, August 2017).

The family sacrificed a lot and nobody was paid wages at the initial
stage of the restaurant’s development. Now, however, they have ten
paid employees, including the owners and their three daughters, and
tend to offer jobs to people in the village who otherwise might struggle
to find work, for example, single mothers. During leaner times, the
family members will still work for free in order to keep the business
afloat. Their strategy to meet their social obligations is to run a side
business. Specifically, the earnings from a horse riding operation on the
beach are divided up to meet the owners’ obligations to the extended
family, local church, and cultural ceremonies. This takes pressure off
the restaurant business itself, when otherwise community members
could be knocking on the back door to ask for assistance with a wide
range of individual and communal needs.

A third example from Fiji is Nayarabale Youth Farm which is si-
tuated in a remote area of Cakaudrove province, approximately 50 km
from the nearest town, Labasa. This initiative was started in 2008 by a
pastor who was concerned at the stress placed on villagers to manage
multiple socio-cultural obligations, such as monetary payments to the
church. The idea was to develop a project with young people which
contributed directly to the community’s broader development. The
members initially planted 5000 kava plants on land owned by a mata-
qali (clan) which was then gifted to the pastor through the process of
solisoli (traditional land gifting for common good) to run this project for
the benefit of the whole community. As the farm expanded, in 2018
consultations were conducted with the chiefs and landowners to get the
land under a formal lease. People discussed this extensively and agreed
to sign the lease because it was felt that it would benefit the wider tribe.

Nayarabale Youth Farm managed the kava plants from 2008 based
on the principle of solesolevaki (communal work for a common goal
without pay). People would wake up each morning at 4am and use
torches to navigate their way up the farm track. The farming operation
thrived over time, and now there are approximately 65,000 kava plants
on the land. They have also diversified into sandalwood, pineapple,
yams and taro. Their success is such that the Ministry of Agriculture
valued the farm at more than FJ$3 million (Savenaca Lomayalewa,
Agriculture field officer, August 2017).

Integral to their approach has been respect for the environment. In
2017, they initiated a reforestation project which will help to prevent
land degradation, planting 1200 trees on 100 acres of land (Ralago,
2017). Furthermore, they have shared their approach with other groups
in Fiji, hosting study tours from the Ministry of Agriculture.

The youth leader stated a key reason why the young people were, in
the early years, willing to work for no pay:

Na solesoleva’i [the district’s dialect for solesolevaki] e sala vata ga ei na
nomu mosita na nomu vanua, io e maka ni au mai se me vulici se me erei
mai na dua viro na vanua baleta ni ti’i ga ni noda I tovo na I taue’i. E tu
taucoo I na veivanua I viti, ra sa vaaraitaina na taba yakiti ni da na
rawa e eda caava.
[Solesolevaki–- communal work for a common goal without pay – goes
together with the close connection and loyalty to your vanua – tribe,
people and land. It is not borrowed or learned, it’s just a part of our
Indigenous culture. It is present in all Indigenous settings in Fiji and these
youths portray the benefits we get out of it]. (Iliesa Seru, August 2017).

Currently, the village youths dedicate one week every month to do
paid work on the farm. In addition, at every harvest, FJ$15,000 is
placed in accounts to cover obligations related to the church, clan,
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village, and an education fund. The rest of the income is for tribal in-
vestments and for farming expenses. This alleviates the pressure on
families in that area to make direct socio-cultural contributions from
their own incomes. Helping to meet these socio-cultural obligations in
turn strengthens the relationship between the community and the
business, and builds the status of the business. This is recognised as
contributing to the bula sautu/bula taucoko (collective wellbeing) of
members, and this has attracted many members back to the village to
make a life together.

6.2. Papua New Guinea examples

Two case studies from Goroka in Eastern Highlands Province of PNG
highlight quite different trajectories and uses of land from the Fijian
examples. Both have been driven and developed by significant in-
dividual men with the support of their families, yet both also are
strongly socially-embedded in their business practices.

Blue Kona Mountain Limited (now Agri-business Consultancy) is a
family business located on customary land. The land was given to the
business owner, Steven Pupune, by his father as his share of the family’s
land, an informal arrangement that has since become recognised and
entrenched through the continuing use and development of the land.
The business is centred about 10 min’ drive away from Goroka town
and has been in operation for over 30 years (Pupune, 2005). It is largely
based on a diverse suite of agricultural production, beginning from the
sales of boiled eggs in 1979 and rapidly moving into poultry farming, a
piggery, tilapia fishery (SPC, 2015), a coffee plantation and, most re-
cently, some rental properties. The business has 18 employees, both
local people and some from outside the area. These employees are given
small plots of land on which to build their houses and make food gar-
dens for themselves.

For Blue Kona, putting back into the wider community has included
building churches and honouring the sociocultural norm of contributing
cash toward community hevi (social burdens) such as funerals, bride-
wealth, and compensation payments. Steven Pupune has established a
good reputation with the community (Tumu, 2004). He believes they
trust him and see him as genuinely caring about wider social burdens,
and he is particularly attentive to those most in need such as orphans,
widows, and the poor. These contributions are in part inspired by
Christian values such as ‘love thy neighbour’ which combine with
customary values to influence the behaviours of business owners in
PNG.

Interestingly, Steven left a good job in the public service in order to
start his business. He saw the potential of the land to deliver a more
sustainable income in the long term that would help both his family and
the wider community:

I am in that situation where I am no longer working for money. Money is
working for me. It is all thanks to the land. If I had been a public servant,
I don’t think this would be like this. (Steven Pupune, March 2018).

Not surprisingly, Steven is an advocate for non-sale of customary
land and he promotes the value of agricultural development in PNG
(Pupune, 2005). Informal land sales have increased around Fanaiyufa
community leading to many landowner families losing their major
asset. Related to this, petty theft has increased in the community and in
Goroka town. A constant challenge that the farm experiences is
“stealing from the farm” as well an increasing number of “struggling
students whose parents cannot support them because they have no
land” (Paula Pupune, March 2018).

This is one reason why Steven encourages school students, from
primary to university age, to visit the business to learn practical agri-
cultural skills and see the value of the land.

Over the years many school children have come to my farm on excur-
sions with their teachers … University of Goroka have come down with
their students … They came in, they saw and they said we are going to be

like this. And many students have changed their lifestyle and chosen to go
back to the land. (Steven Pupune, March 2018).

Care for workers’ welfare and community needs has cemented po-
sitive social relationships. Support is reciprocated in the form of years
of commitment to working for the business and providing ‘eyes,’ as
security for the farm, and ‘hands’ and ‘legs’ for Steven and family to
assist and protect them from the jealousy-fuelled aggression that suc-
cessful business owners sometimes face in this area.

Tella Loie is the owner of the second business, PNG Beekeeping
Supplies, located near the town of Goroka. It is established on Tella’s
share of family land. According to Tella, his brothers and sisters secured
the best parts of their father’s land while he was employed as a public
servant and living in town. A small piece of land on the periphery of the
main village was given to him. His ownership has become entrenched
and recognised through residence, and continual use and development.

The business manufactures and supplies bee-keeping materials,
especially beehives. It started in 1991 as Lopi Beekeeping Supplies. A
relative managed and manufactured bee hives on a very small scale
until 2008 when Tella left his formal employment at the Department of
Agriculture, expanded production of bee keeping materials and started
small-scale honey production (Waide, 2018). Due to demand and
Tella’s expertise, the business now provides training on beekeeping to
individuals and groups including officers from National Research
Agricultural Institute.

Tella puts back into the local community in two main ways. Firstly,
he contributes to church programmes, education of children and com-
munity hevi in the Bena area.

He has donated to church camp meetings in cash and kind, along
with allowing use of the business vehicle in situations of need, such as
transporting sick villagers to the Goroka hospital. Supporting the
community in such ways keeps Tella grounded in his Christian faith:

Helping or assisting the community, Church, children with fees or
whatever has been always normal and ongoing for me. Whatever I assist
with, whether it be big or small, ‘mi give tasol’ [I just give] because I do it
for the Creator and Giver of all and everything. (Tella Loi’e, March
2018).

Tella’s commitment to sharing with the community is reciprocated
in various ways. For example, during a bride price gathering hosted in
September 2019, people from several neighbouring villages came and
contributed K6000 to support him.

Like Blue Kona, Beekeeping Supplies engages young people, in-
cluding those on school holidays, to build bee hives and collect honey.
Free practical training is gained and the values of work, discipline and
reciprocity are learned through these engagements.

For the school children, timing was in their favour because I had honey
on the hives so they had to harvest, extract and sell the honey. The
bottom line was, I wanted the kids to know that nothing was free and
through hard work, they will have food on the table, have money for their
school fees, to buy clothes, etc. (Tella Loi’e, July 2018).

This also keeps parents happy as their young people are engaged in
meaningful activities and are not getting into trouble. Thus, PNG
Beekeeping directly and indirectly contributes toward positive re-
lationship building and societal wellbeing.

6.3. Samoan examples

Taufua Beach Fales is a small-scale beach bungalow business oper-
ating on the picturesque Lalomanu beach on the island of Upolu; it
employs around 30 people at busy times. The fales (basic beach huts)
were established by the Taufua-Apelu family in the 1980s on customary
land which village matai (chiefs) informally granted to the grandfather,
who is now deceased.

Tragically, Lalomanu beach was devastated by a tsunami in 2009;
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many lives were lost, and the homes and businesses along this beach
were devastated. Despite the personal toll their family faced, the
Taufua-Apelu family decided to rebuild their business; they are now
perhaps the most well-known beach fale operation in Samoa. While
advised by many tourists and other supporters of their business to de-
velop a more up-market resort on the site, the Apelu family resisted this
idea because they were concerned this would undermine local interests
by introducing something that was not aligned with cultural values. As
Sili Apelu explained, they would then have to employ people with
qualifications, rather than offering jobs to local people, including those
who were unemployed: this did not seem right with him as, in his
words, “it’s better to nurture people locally”. The family is very aware
that there are other relatives who could claim access to the land along
Lalomanu beach, so they believe it is only fair that the Apelu family
ensure that they spread the benefits of their business to others.

The daughter of Tai Taufua and Sili Apelu, Lumepa, now plays a
strong role in the day-to-day running of the business. She reflected that
it took her some time to appreciate her parents’ business ethos:

Mum and Dad’s rule: we exist to support the village. If someone asks, we
pay their bus fare or their school term fees … I’m now understanding
after years of working with my parents, what they wanted … It’s not
really about material wealth, it’s about the wellbeing of the whole village
… The ultimate objective that we’ve inherited from our parents is that we
need to help the villagers prosper. (Lumepa Apelu, September 2017).

When asked about profits from the business, Sili Apelu responded,
“It’s not about accumulating money. It’s about sharing. It’s a Christian
principle but you have to know how to do it so the business doesn’t go
into the ground” (September 2017). Consequently Taufua Beach Fales
contributes to the community in a range of ways. Sometimes they make
direct monetary contributions such as when they support the education
of young people from the village, and pay the wages of two preschool
teachers serving the community. At other times they contribute by
purchasing local seafood and other produce to serve in their restaurant
and through providing jobs to those from surrounding areas. While they
do not have a specific environmental strategy, they draw on traditional

Table 1
How business serves society: examples from Fiji, PNG and Samoa.
Source: authors.

Case Studies Date it began Market No. of employees/workers Additional benefits to the wider community

Tifajek Mud Pools, Fiji

Tourism

2012 Domestic
International

38 Funds from the Valentine tour group (an estimated FJD$2000–3000 per
month) goes directly into a communal development fund e.g.
scholarships, improved housing for the family and pastor, assistance to
the primary school and village sports teams.

Funds from Sunday massage operations goes to the church, with $2
from each massage going to the women’s group.

Open access to the hot pools after hours.

Heniuwa Restaurant, Fiji

Tourism & hospitality

2015 Domestic
International

10 Funds from one activity, horse-riding, go directly to meeting
sociocultural obligations.

Naryambale Youth Farm,
Fiji

Agriculture

2008 Domestic 20–100 casual workers Covers social obligations for every member of the yavusa (tribe)
including: church levies, ceremonial obligations, school fees and
stationery for primary school, allowances and scholarships for high
school and university students.

Blue Kona Ltd, PNG

Agriculture

Aquaculture

1980s Domestic 18 Donations to local church

Sponsor school fees for workers’ and villagers’ children

Contributions to community hevi (funerals, bridwealth and
compensation payments)

Hosts graduation celebrations for workers’ school children

Voluntary training of students

PNG Bee Keeping Supplies,
PNG

Agriculture

Construction

Service (training)

1991 (began operation);
2008 (formally registered)

Domestic 5 Partnership with several churches which receive 20% of sales of honey
from hives on their land

Contributions to community ‘hevi’ (as above)

Support students from the village with school fees

Use business vehicle for emergencies such as hospital runs for accidents,
sick patients and birthing mothers

Voluntary training of students

Taufua Beach Fales,
Samoa

Tourism

1980s Domestic
International

30 Purchasing local produce

Paying transport and fees for education of children from the village

Paying the pre-school teachers’ wages

Savai’I Cocoa, Samoa

Agriculture

2015 Domestic
Internatonal

A few direct employees;
other farmers are suppliers

Meets socio-cultural obligations; makes contributions to cultural
ceremonies
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values to inform their environmental practices: “We just go from the old
days, how we were raised. How to keep places clean. It’s not Samoan to
go and throw your rubbish into the sea” (Lumepa Apelu, September
2017).

A second Samoan enterprise is Savaii Cocoa, run by Vaai family
members on customary land owned by their extended family. Theirs is a
highly influential family on the island of Savaii who have had long
standing success in both business and politics. They were not just given
this agricultural land to use without any expectation of a return,
however. As the farm manager explained, to get access to customary
land for your business, you need the support of the chiefs and they will
only support your initiative if you ensure there are collective benefits:

You need to explain the benefits [of your proposed project]. If it will
[negatively] affect the land, they’ll be against it … [And] unless the
benefits flow to the whole community, not just one individual or family,
they’ll be against it (Koloni Vaai, September 2017).

While the Vaai family have had a large farm producing commercial
crops for many decades, like many other farmers in Samoa their cocoa
production declined in the 1980s after a slump in cocoa prices. In 2015,
however, the company Savaii Cocoa was launched, and soon after the
Vaai family went into partnership with Whittakers chocolate in New
Zealand, up-skilling in cocoa growing and processing techniques so
they could provide them with beans for a single-origin specialist bar
that Whittakers had developed. This is a high profile business en-
terprise, which could lead to envy from others, but there is a way of
addressing this: “There’s a saying in Samoa – because there’s sometimes
jealousy: if you go up, you’ll need to take others with you” (Koloni Vaai,
September 2017). The Vaai family have thus shared the benefits of their
business through direct contributions to the local hospital and schools,
as well as to community fundraising efforts. They also provide a lot of
employment opportunities. Overall, therefore, “The people that benefit
are right here in the community – money circulates locally and the
wealth is shared” (Koloni Vaai, September 2017).

Table 1 summarises the ways in which the seven case study busi-
nesses profiled above contribute to the development of broader society.
These contributions include direct, tangible payments to tribal/clan
entities, churches, and education funds, as well as indirect contribu-
tions including the training of young people, support for cultural pro-
tocols and events, assistance with transport during medical emergen-
cies, and opening up their businesses for local people to enjoy as well.

To follow, principles for effective economic development on

customary land will be discussed, along with concluding comments on
the value of customary land as an enabler of local economic develop-
ment in the South Pacific.

7. Discussion and conclusions

The first aim of this article was to highlight examples of successful,
locally-driven approaches to economic development on customary land,
while a second aim was to specify ways in which these businesses
contribute effectively to broader society, drawing out general lessons
pertaining to customary land as a basis for development. The seven
examples provided from the agriculture and tourism sectors show how
Pacific people are utilising their customary land in a range of creative
and dynamic ways that secures their ownership while also facilitating
development and contributing to broader society.

Several key principles for successful operation of local businesses on
customary land can be discerned from these cases (Table 2). It is hoped
that these principles could guide the work of entrepreneurs, govern-
ment policy makers, business and economic development organisations,
and other stakeholders who wish to support businesses on customary
land in the Pacific. Firstly, the examples above showed that it was vital
to follow cultural protocols in terms of gaining access to land on which
to run the business, such as taking time, consulting widely and pre-
senting gifts to certain leaders. Secondly, all of the owners were cog-
nisant of the fact that customary land can never ‘belong’ to an in-
dividual; thus when they have rights to use that land, they must show
due respect to the wider ownership group whether that is the extended
family or clan. Such respect can manifest itself through monetary
support to the wider group, helping to train young people in the area
and exposing them to effective business practices, helping out with
school fees, and contributions to important cultural events or cere-
monies. Thirdly, all of the businesses were seen as successful not just in
conventional terms but in local eyes because they had a long term
commitment to the wellbeing of the wider community. In all cases this
was motivated by the second point, that they were on customary land
so they owed it to others to share the wealth of the land with them, and
in several cases Christian beliefs helped to reinforce this commitment to
‘giving back’. Fourthly, in light of the ongoing concerns about claims on
these businesses from family and the community (Finney, 1987; Purcell
and Scheyvens, 2015), the businesses developed systems to balance
pressures on their finances by separating operational demands, such as
covering their costs, from the cost of socio-cultural obligations. This

Table 2
Key principles for successful operation of local businesses on customary land.
Source: Authors.

Principle Case Study Examples

Follow cultural protocols when gaining access to land e.g. allowing sufficient
time and consulting widely; presenting gifts to leaders.

Heniuwa Restaurant formally requested the land from the tokatoka by traditional presentation
of tabua (whale’s tooth).

Show respect to the wider land ownership group (extended family or clan) Blue Kona Limited make contributions to community hevi, such as funerals or bridewealth.

Nayarabale Youth Farm sets aside money each harvest to cover sociocultural obligations

Demonstrate long term commitment to the wellbeing of the wider community Funds from the Tifajek Mud Pools go into a communal development fund which provides
benefits for the community such as scholarships.

Taufua Beach Fales pay the pre-school teachers’ wages.

Both PNG Beekeeping Supplies and Blue Kona Ltd provide work experience opportunities for
young people from the area, exposing them to effective business practices.

Devise financial systems which separate operational and sociocultural demands Earnings from Heniuwa restaurant’s horse riding operation go to help their extended family,
local church and provide for cultural ceremonies.

At Tifajek Mud Pools, money for sociocultural obligations to the church and women’s group
are made by the massage service they offer on a Sunday.
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was particularly clear in case of activities dedicated to meeting socio-
cultural demands in the Fijian case studies (horse-riding at Heniuwa,
massage on Sundays at Tifajek and one of the four weeks of agricultural
activities at Narayabale Youth Farm). Collectively, these four principles
help to maintain healthy relationships, and contribute to the sustain-
ability of the businesses.

Although this is not always apparent to outsiders, when business
owners support the wider community in a range of ways this is re-
ciprocated through various forms of support, loyalty and protection of
the business. All of the businesses profiled above have developed from
and kept their connections with their family and wider networks. Some
of the businesses specifically referred to the jealousy and antagonism that
can be directed at successful business owners: they managed this largely
through their generosity in meeting socio-cultural obligations, and in-
directly through their loyal staff and supporters. The business owners
show due respect to community leaders including customary chiefs, who
in turn endorse the businesses. It is also not uncommon for employees to
be willing to work for no pay during lean times, or they might voluntarily
provide security for the business after hours. In addition, when busi-
nesses contribute to sociocultural obligations, whether community hevi in
Papua New Guinea or solesolevaki in Fiji or fa’alaave in Samoa, this builds
status for the business, the entrepreneurs involved and the family.

While the high proportion of customary land, and some of the cul-
tural governance arrangements for this land, does limit the attractive-
ness and opportunities for overseas investment on such land in the
Pacific, this also provides opportunities for locally-driven and in-
clusively-oriented development initiatives to come to the fore (Coates
et al., 2010). The examples above of the family or communal group
businesses that are drawing from customary land to contribute in di-
verse ways to broader community wellbeing are reflected in other work
(Ward and Kingdon, 2007; Garnevska et al., 2014; Gibson, 2012; Lea,
2009). Rather than customary land being a constraint to economic de-
velopment and an impediment to entrepreneurship, the businesses
discussed all illustrate an ability to innovate precisely because the
customary land on which they are located has facilitated diverse forms
of ‘risk taking’ as well as providing a solid basis of human and social
capital for their development. Access to customary land is an important
risk mitigation tool for business owners: the behaviours they exhibit
reduce the risk of others in the community taking issue with their
business or their success, and this reduces the risk of the business
contributing to social discord within the community.

Essentially, the case studies show that culture in general, and cus-
tomary land tenure systems in particular, can facilitate inclusive busi-
ness models in the Pacific. Culture and social relations, built on and
around land in the Pacific, evolve in response to broader economic and
social realities (Haque, 2012). These webs of relationships and con-
nections themselves can facilitate innovation and engagement that
produce and support economic activities to provide broad forms of
benefits for individuals and their communities (Curry and Koczberski,
2012). While diverse in nature, most of these businesses are motivated
by a desire to improve family and community well-being, rather than
explicitly to make a profit, with economic well-being regarded as a
means to fulfilling broader spiritual, cultural, social and environmental
notions of well-being (see also Spiller et al., 2011). The businesses are
characterised by a distributive politics that is strongly guided by social
connections and custom. This produces the sort of local, place-based,
socially embedded form of business that is now starting to be celebrated
and sought out by those writing on alternative, inclusive economic lo-
gics and systems in the Western context, such as Raworth (2017). The
socially embedded nature of these enterprises is very clear, with the
Indigenous businesses operating on customary land having to align with
their cultural setting, the norms and expectations of their peoples, and a
duty of care for the land that is as much cultural as it is environmental
(Curry and Koczberski, 2012; Cahn, 2008).

These enterprises provide illustrative examples that business activ-
ities and economic development are not separate from society and

culture: business in this sense should serve society, contributing to so-
cial wellbeing for all. Inclusive development, as evidenced through the
examples of Indigenous businesses in Fiji, PNG and Samoa, is centred
on this notion. These Pacific cases, and many others, are exemplars of
the argument that ‘business serves society’. We conclude that locally-
driven development based upon customary land can be a very effective
approach to economic development in the rural South Pacific, and in-
deed a model for those seeking ‘alternative economic forms’ more
broadly. This exploration of how customary land is successfully used for
business in the Pacific thus helps to reshape understandings of econo-
mies in the Pacific and beyond.

Finally, the evidence put forward in this article is important in terms
of the ideological and policy ‘battle’ around customary land that was
alluded to in the opening paragraph of this article. We assert here the
inherent value of customary land as a tool for self-determined forms of
development that can produce a diverse range of inclusive and sus-
tainable forms of place-based development. Despite the complexities
involved with land and investment in the Pacific, it is thus vital that
Indigenous land rights are upheld (Milne et al., 2017). The case studies
show that customary land ownership is not necessarily a barrier to
economic development but it can be an asset that can support culture,
local business, the environment and socio-economic needs of In-
digenous people. Transacting away land for short-term gain certainly
does not necessarily produce sustainable forms of business, develop-
ment, or relief from poverty (Antonio and Griffith-Charles, 2019: 124),
in the way that these successful Indigenous entrepreneurs have done.
The rural setting of these case studies of successful, inclusive business is
also significant in the face of existing trends towards urban migration
and extractive modes of development.

To return to Epeli Hau’ofa’s (1993) appeal from the Introduction to
this piece, Pacific people’s economic enterprises and their particular
forms of connection to land should not be defined as ‘unproductive’
when they produce food and cash to help meet their needs. They should
not be defined as inefficient when they enable people to meet multiple
obligations, nourishing people physically, collectively, socially, cultu-
rally and spiritually. The creativity and strengths of Indigenous business
people on their customary land needs to be recognised, appreciated,
supported, and celebrated as examples of Hau’ofa’s “new standards of
Pacific excellence” (1993:16).
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